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ECG: Successful History
in Pharmaceutical
Developments
Over 25 years of success
In this prestigious project, ECG and
Orascom Construction Industries
collaborate to construct the new state-ofthe-art pharmaceutical factory of Horus
Pharmaceutical Industries at Polaris
International Industrial Park, 6th of
October City.
The pharmaceutical plant will be developed
over a land area of 125,000 m2 which will
make it the biggest pharmaceutical plant
in Egypt and MENA region. The historical
building and traditional local materials such
as limestone and glass characterize the
design. This will help the project to have
a durable weather resistant massive wall
construction, good thermal internal, warm
natural color which creates a harmony with
the surroundings.

125,000 m2
The biggest pharmaceutical
plant in Egypt and MENA region

The factory will have main production area
which includes solid production, sterile
production and penicillin production
and auxiliary buildings . The project’s
development will be completed by the year
2021 over 3 phases aiming to achieve an
annual solid production capacity of 2.5 billion
tablet and 1.38 billion capsules and sterile
production of 126 million ampoules (< 10 ml)
and 2.2 million ampoules (<60 ml).

News...

Project updates...

ECG Advances in
ENR Rankings
For the fourth year running ECG advance
in the ENR ranking Climbing up from 151 in
2007, 149 in 2008, 135 in 2009, ECG ranked
133 in the Top 200 International Design Firms
2010 list published by Engineering News
Record (ENR); the distinguished, globally
circulated magazine with ratings and analysis
profoundly respected across international
design and engineering circles.
Deemed a triumphant international victory
for ECG, the firm has climbed the ENR
ranking ladder outperforming international
engineering, architectural, and engineering
design firms. ENR statistical analysis
underscores ECG’s growing potential, as
an Architect-Engineer, to reap substantial
revenue flows from thriving Middle East and
North Africa markets especially in the
general buildings; power; water supply/
wastewater network; and industrial/
petrochemical sectors

Crédit Agricole Egypt (CAE) New Head
Office Complex, New Cairo, Egypt
Designed to reach the required qualifications for LEED Silver Level
Crédit Agricole Egypt (CAE) New Head Office
Complex is planned to accommodate headquarters
staff from different locations currently existing in
central Cairo locations.

Reopening of
ECG branch
in Syria

With the company’s continuous success
in Syria and the expansion of its projects,
ECG announced the reopening of its Syrian
branch in the Levant region and the fifth in
the middle east.
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The building emerges from an oasis of palm trees. The
strong, regular geometry of the building is contrasted
by irregular shapes of the surrounding landscape
elements, namely, the palm trees and large boulders.
The design intelligently uses the project site’s natural
slope, creating a semi-open garden floor.
To satisfy the needs of this particular project in terms
of accurate modeling and coordination among
different disciplines, ECG has used Revit BIM Package
2010 throughout the design process, starting from
the schematic design all through the design stages.

Cordoba Hills, Syria
The Cordoba Hills Project is being developed
as a self-contained city, designed to nurture
healthy family living and provide a unique
lifestyle for all its residents. The residential
development will be an integrated
compound, providing first-class facilities to
ensure harmonious and comfortable daily life.
Cordoba Hills is ideally located and
surrounded by an environmentally rich
landscape of vegetation that makes up more
than 60% of the land. Cordoba Hills is spread
over 1.3 million m2 of outstanding natural
beauty.
The Cordoba Hills project is characterized
by clusters of buildings. Comprising 800
luxurious villas all distributed over twenty
clusters; Cordoba Hills ensures its residents
the privacy and independency they seek.
To accommodate diverse tastes, Cordoba
Hills offers several villa types for residents
to choose from: Spanish, colonial French,
Mexican, and Moroccan. The exceptional
layout of every home ensures the best use of
interior space, regardless of which villa type
or design is chosen. Each home will exist
in harmony with its outside surroundings,
providing breathtaking scenery
as well as absolute privacy for all residents.

1.3 million m2
of outstanding
natural beauty

ECG’s scope of work involves the review of
master plan, review of tender documents,
tender action and construction management
and supervision.

Cordoba Hills, Syria
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ECG 2010 General
Assembly
On the 12th of July 2010, ECG held its
2010 general assembly at the Fairmont
Hotel Heliopolis, which was followed by a
magnificent celebration in recognition of
another successful year. Attended by more than
1000 of ECG employees, the ceremony started
by the opening speech of Eng. Mohamed
Abdel Monem (Senior Vice President), followed
by the speech of Eng. Sami AbdelKawi
(Co-Founder and Senior Advisor), Eng. Amr
Allouba (Charmain) and the speech
of Eng. Ahmed El Sayed (President and CEO).
Familiarizing the attendees with the company’s
achievements in 2009, the engineering division
heads gave a series of presentations covering
all engineering sectors showing the updated
status of the 66 new mega projects ECG was
awarded in 2009 and the 56 new projects
awarded in the first 2 quarters of 2010. The
four-branch regional managers were keen
to attend the ceremony and gave a brief
presentation on their projects and success in
the regional market making ECG one of the top
Engineering firms in the MENA region.
At the end of the ceremony, ECG held a
ceremony memorizing silver jubilee employees
in recognition of their dedication, loyalty and
hard work.
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